
SENSORFLEX™

Life on the Modern Trail is about being ready for 
anything at any time. Switching paths halfway 
through your day, jumping from plan A to plan B, 
and being flexible to adapt to changing times.  
The SensorFlex™ comfort system is designed to 
support, cushion and flex with every movement. It 
lets you change when change is needed, and always 
lets you be flexible in your life, and on your feet.



SENSORFLEX



AEROCORE
The city is ripe for adventure, and ready to be 
explored. So don’t let the everyday try and bring 
you down. The crowds. The routine. The weather. 
It’s time to rise above all that. It’s time to move fast 
with technology that lets you stay light on your 
feet. It’s time to move free with Aerocore.™

™



AEROCORE

AEROCORE



INFANT/CRIBBIES 
0–1 Years 
Sizes: 0–4

• Easy on/off
•  Designed primarily as  

a foot covering
•  Natural and flexible materials

TODDLERS 
1–5 Years 
Sizes: 4–12

Designed exclusively to meet the 
needs of toddlers’ developing feet.
• Lightweight and flexible
• Soft, premium materials
•  Wide toe boxes so toes  

spread naturally
• Promotes natural motion
• Room to grow
• Easy on/off

YOUTH/JUNIOR 
Youth 5–9 Years/ 
Junior 9–13 Years 
Youth Sizes: 12.5–3/ 
Junior Sizes: 3.5–7

•  Rugged and durable construction
•  Arch support for school-age feet
• Water/stain resistant
•  Flexible and comfortable support

SPLASH BLASTER™ 
Water- and stain-resistant technologies for everywhere kids want 
to go – even wet and muddy places.

DOES IT FIT? SOCKLINER 
Parents can use our special removable sockliner to see when their 
child has outgrown his or her shoes.

INNOVATION THAT BENEFITS KIDS

WE UNDERSTAND THE UNIQUE NEEDS  
OF KIDS’ GROWING FEET.
Children’s feet go through several stages of development and it’s not until age five that their gait 
and foot structure begin to resemble those of adults. Timberland® kids’ footwear is designed to 
address the unique needs of pre-walkers, toddlers and school-aged children. Timberland also 
offers innovative water- and stain-resistant technologies and methods to ensure proper fit.
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PrimaLoft® ECO Insulation
Stay warm and stay eco-conscious with PrimaLoft® Eco Insulation. It not only works to keep you warm 
with its patented ultrafine and multi-diameter fibers, it also works to keep you eco-conscious because 
its made of at least 60% PET.

GORE-TEX® Technology
Keep dry and comfortable through the harshest winters and stormiest summers with Timberland® 
products featuring Gore-Tex waterproof technology. It keeps water from coming in yet allows internal 
moisture – and you – to get outside.

SiO2 
Look casual but be prepared with Water Resistant footwear, apparel and accessories from Timberland. 
Always be prepared for a sudden sprinkle or hidden puddle.

Splash Blaster™ 
Water- and stain-resistant technologies for everywhere kids want to go—even wet and muddy places.

TimberDry™
Keep your feet dry and your footprint green with Timberland® footwear featuring TimberDry™. This 
waterproof liner keeps water out but your conscience clear because it’s made with 50% recycled PET, 
the same stuff plastic bottles are made of.

Timberland Waterproof
A downpour or slushy sidewalk won’t dampen your day when you’re wearing waterproof shoes and 
boots from Timberland® that lock out moisture to keep your feet dry no matter the weather.

Cordura® EcoMade Fiber
Make every step you take one for the environment with Cordura® EcoMade fabric. Stylish, rugged and 
made with 100% recycled PET materials, this garment is four times stronger than standard cotton.

Deflector Stain Blocker
Our footwear is treated with a special water-based blended formula to repel water and oil-based spills 
and stains, and even scuffs so your favorite shoes can last as long as you love them.
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Climapath™ 
Comfort starts with your feet. And feet that are in shoes and boots with breathable Climapath 
technology are drier and more comfortable. The unique venting system keeps your feet dry and 
comfortable all day long.

Aerocore Energy System
We’ve created a super lightweight sole that provides comfortable cushioning so you can stay on your 
feet longer. It’s made of long-lasting materials that won’t break down over time. It gives you instant 
cushioning from the very first step.

SensorFlex™
Tame uneven terrain with footwear featuring the comfort of SensorFlex™ technology, a three-layer 
system that provides active cushioning, constant support, and dynamic flex.

Anti-Fatigue Technology
Feel good and look good with Timberland’s Anti-Fatigue Technology, a unique molded foam footbed 
that features an inverted cone system that absorbs shock and returns energy with every step.

HoverLite™
Step lighter and easier with HoverLite™ comfort outsole, integrating lightweight EVA cushioning  
and a streamlined rubber traction core for uplifting mobility that goes above and beyond.

MirrorFit System
MirrorFit comfort innovation is a sturdy midsole layer inside our footwear. We’ve created a molded last 
that follows the natural contours of the foot. Most last shapes are flat on the bottom. 

OrthoLite® Insoles
Stay comfortable all day long with Timberland® footwear featuring lightweight OrthoLite® foam 
insoles. The ultra-breathable material never loses its ability to absorb shock and also provides moisture 
management protection and has antimicrobial treatment for odor control.

Suspension Heel Technology
Get height without compromising comfort with Suspension Heel Technology. This revolutionary high-
heel technology absorbs shock and softens every step. And its curved shape enables a natural stride.

anti-fatigue
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Gripstick™ Rubber
Stay on your feet, and on your game, with Gripstick™ rubber outsoles. Engineered for superior  
traction when you need it most, non-marking Gripstick™ rubber outsoles give you traction without 
leaving a trace.

L7 Traction Lug 
Keep your footing, and your sense of style, with outsoles featuring L7 Traction Lug technology.  
Multi-directional leading edges and beveled sidewalls give you confidence whether you’re navigating a 
winter sidewalk or a summer boardwalk.

OctoTread
Navigate the city with the sure-footed grip of these gecko-inspired OctoTread outsoles. Its micro-
dimpled surface features self-cleaning lugs that shed dirt easily. So the only footprints you leave are on 
the ground.

Recycled Rubber
Combine what you stand for with what you stand on with these 34% Recycled Rubber soles. They 
deliver the traction and durability you demand whether communing with nature or commuting  
to work.

Vibram® Outsole
Get superior traction and rugged durability with Timberland® shoes and boots with Vibram® outsoles. 
Crafted with safety and durability in mind, these outsoles also feature rugged good looks that get 
attention anywhere you go.

All-Fit
Get comfort and style with Timberland boots featuring All-Fit. This stretchy panel in the back of the 
boot expands only as much as is needed to give you a sleek look and a perfect fit. 
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Gold/Silver Rated Leather 
Get instant comfort, and karma, with footwear and apparel made with Timberland® leather from 
tanneries that merit gold and silver ratings from the Leather Working Group for their water, energy and 
waste management practices. Durable, rugged and beautiful, it will last season after season.

Organic Cotton
Look good and feel good wearing Timberland products made with organic cotton, free of genetically 
modified seeds, synthetic fertilizers or pesticides. It’s better for the ecosystem and your personal style. 

ReCanvas™
Be cool, in more ways than one, with ReCanvas™, a rugged, lightweight breathable fabric that wears and 
feels just like cotton canvas yet it’s made of 100% post consumer recycled PET.

Recycled PET 
Decrease your environmental footprint with Timberland® footwear made with recycled PET.  
The same material used to make plastic water bottles, recycled PET lets you decrease your impact  
on the environment and look good doing it. 

Thread™ Fabric 
This product is made with up to 50% recycled PET from bottles collected in Haiti and Honduras. 
Crafted in the US, every yard of Thread™ fabric has a vibrant story backed with reliable production. It 
helps create jobs in the developing world, and helps Timberland create products more responsibly. 

Stocked Item
Stocked items will be targeted for  
in-season replenishment

TM




